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abstract: Hyperparasitism denotes the natural phenomenon where
a parasite infecting a host is in turn infected by its own parasite.
Hyperparasites can shape the dynamics of host-parasite interactions
and often have a deleterious impact on pathogens, an important class
of parasites, causing a reduction in their virulence and transmission
rate. Hyperparasitism thus could be an important tool of biological
control. However, host-parasite-hyperparasite systems have so far
been outside the mainstream of modeling studies, especially those
dealing with eco-evolutionary aspects of species interactions. Here,
we theoretically explore the evolution of life-history traits in a generic
host-parasite-hyperparasite system, focusing on parasite virulence and
the positive impact that hyperparasitism has on the host population.
We also explore the coevolution of life-history traits of the parasite
and hyperparasite, using adaptive dynamics and quantitative genetics
frameworks to identify evolutionarily singular strategies. We ﬁnd
that in the presence of hyperparasites, the evolutionarily optimal pathogen virulence generally shifts toward more virulent strains. However,
even in this case the use of hyperparasites in biocontrol could be justiﬁed, since overall host mortality decreases. An intriguing possible
outcome of the evolution of the hyperparasite can be its evolutionary
suicide.
Keywords: biological control, hyperparasite, coevolution, evolutionary suicide, pairwise invasibility plot (PIP), evolutionary attractor.

Introduction
Modeling evolution of host-parasite interactions is a rapidly growing area of theoretical research. An important
group of parasites, which we focus on here (at times using
the terms interchangeably) are pathogens, which by definition cause disease in their hosts. Recent theoretical
studies emphasize the fact that evolution of pathogen virulence, disease transmission, and resistance can all be af-
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fected by other species in the ecological community, such
as predators, and that these interactions can completely
alter the evolutionary outcomes predicted using a classical host-parasite model (Morozov and Best 2012; Best
2018). An understudied dimension of the interplay of community dynamics and evolution is that host-parasite interactions often incorporate vertical chains, where a primary
parasite is itself subject to parasitism by a secondary parasite, which is referred to as a hyperparasite (Beddington
and Hammond 1977; Holt and Hochberg 1998; Parratt
and Laine 2016). In many cases, hyperparasites are microbial pathogens, such as viruses (Milgroom and Cortesi 2004;
Parratt and Laine 2016); however, macro-hyperparasites,
such as insect hyperparasitoids, are also found in many systems and can play a fundamental role in shaping ecological
communities (Holt and Hochberg 1998; Hassell 2000).
The resultant chain becomes a host-parasite-hyperparasite
system, which is somewhat similar to a tritrophic food web.
However, dynamics of tritrophic nested parasite chains are
often fundamentally different from those of predator-prey
interactions (Holt and Hochberg 1998; Parratt and Laine
2016).
Hyperparasitism could potentially play a key role in the
biological control of pests for two main reasons. Hyperparasites often debilitate their parasite hosts by reducing their
deleterious impact on the basal host—thus facilitating recovery from the disease—and also hampering the transmission efﬁciency of the parasite. A hyperparasite can thus be a
biological control agent that reduces the infection burden of
the basal host (Dieckmann et al. 2005; Morozov et al. 2007;
Parratt and Laine 2016). On the other hand, a hyperparasite
can infect a parasite that itself is used as a control agent, thus
undermining biocontrol efforts (May and Hassell 1981). In
this case, the hyperparasite obviously acts as a nuisance in
biocontrol. Finally, a hyperparasite that was initially introduced into the ecosystem as a biocontrol agent can, in the
course of evolution, increase the ultimate virulence of the
pathogen, thus producing a negative rather than a positive
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effect on individual hosts (Taylor 2002). Understanding the
long-term impact of hyperparasites on parasite and host dynamics and evolution is thus important for efﬁcient virulence management and successful, evolutionarily stable biological control. Empirical examples of biological control via
hyperparasites include attempts to control chestnut blight
disease with viruses (Milgroom and Cortesi 2004), which is
discussed further below; powdery mildew pathogens regulated by the fungus Ampelomyces quisqualis (Parratt et al.
2017); fungal hyperparasites controlling Dutch elm disease
(Swinton and Gilligan 1999); and hyperparasites infecting
fungi that in turn infect ants (Andersen et al. 2012) as well
as bacteriophages infecting and killing human pathogens,
such as Vibrio cholerae (Faruque et al. 2005).
Surprisingly, unlike two-component host-parasite models, tritrophic host-parasite-hyperparasite systems are still
greatly understudied, especially the possible evolutionary outcomes in such systems (Taylor 2002; Parratt and Laine
2016). For example, we lack a coherent theoretical framework to analyze the evolution of virulence in host-parasitehyperparasite systems, incorporating potential coevolutionary feedbacks. Such a framework should utilize recent
developments in applying efﬁcient mathematical and computational tools for modeling evolutionary dynamics, such
as quantitative genetics (Abrams et al. 1993a; Day and Proulx
2004), adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al. 1997; Brännström
et al. 2013), and, more generally, a game-theoretical approach in biology (Broom and Rychtár 2013). Our study
is designed to partially bridge this existing gap in understanding and to provide a more quantitative description of
the evolution of virulence in systems with hyperparasitism.
In this article, we focus on the potential shift in the evolutionary optimal virulence of a parasite caused by the introduction of a hyperparasite, along with shifts in host
dynamics. Here, the virulence of a parasite describes how
harmful it is to its host, which we assume positively correlates with parasite transmission rate; this idea of a relationship between the parasite virulence and transmission rate is
termed the trade-off hypothesis (Anderson and May 1982;
Alizon et al. 2009). We extend a generic host-parasitehyperparasite model previously introduced by Holt and
Hochberg (1998) and explored in more detail by Taylor
(2002) and Taylor et al. (1998) by explicitly considering the
dynamics of numbers of hosts infected by various strains
of the parasite and/or hyperparasite and including the effects of density dependence. Using this model, we ﬁrst explore the evolution of parasite virulence for the scenario
where only one species (i.e., either the parasite or the hyperparasite) evolves, with the life-history traits of the other species being ﬁxed. Then we consider the case of coevolution of
the parasite and the hyperparasite.
We ﬁnd that introduction of a hyperparasite into the original host-parasite system generally shifts the evolutionarily
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optimal virulence of the pathogen (that attained in the absence of the hyperparasite) toward higher virulence. However, this does not necessarily signify a failure of biological
control, since in the presence of the hyperparasite the model
also predicts an increase in the number of healthy hosts and
a decrease in the overall mortality load. Finally, we show
some intriguing results, such as the ﬁnding that the presence
of evolutionary bistability and long-term coevolution of the
hyperparasite in the system can result in coevolutionary extinction of the hyperparasite.
Model Equations and General Framework
Our host-parasite-hyperparasite model involves three
main host population compartments: uninfected susceptible hosts (S), parasitized hosts (P), and hyperparasitized hosts (H), with the total number of hosts equal to
N. Hyperparasitized hosts, of course, have both a parasite and a hyperparasite, but to simplify the terminology,
“parasitized hosts” refers only to those with a parasite
and no hyperparasite. The inspiration for this model
was a particular system of biological control of chestnut
blight disease (Milgroom and Cortesi 2004). In our
model, the healthy hosts S would represent uninfected
healthy chestnut trees, the parasitized hosts P would be
trees infected by the disease-causing fungus Cryphonectria
parasitica, and the hyperparasitized hosts H would represent the trees infected by the hypovirus introduced as a biological control agent. Although this was the inspiration
for our model, it is not the only applicable example, as considered in greater detail in “Discussion.”
Within the compartments P and H we consider different
parasite and hyperparasite strains denoted, respectively, by
subscripts i and L. In other words, Pi signiﬁes the number of
parasitized hosts containing parasite strain i, and Hi,L is the
number of hyperparasitized hosts infected by a parasite of
strain i that is in turn hyperparasitized by strain L. We assume that all hosts are born uninfected at a rate dictated by
a density-dependent function F(N), with only susceptible
hosts being able to reproduce. Parasites are transmitted when
a susceptible host comes into contact with a parasitized host
(this does not have to be physical contact, as long as transmission by whatever means is proportional to the product
of densities of susceptible and parasitized hosts). Transmission of the hyperparasite can occur either via susceptible
hosts or parasitized hosts coming into contact with a hyperparasitized host. It is assumed that the transmission of
parasites and hyperparasites are coupled, meaning that a
hyperparasite cannot be successfully transmitted without
its parasite when they initially infect a new host. When
transmission occurs to a parasitized host Pi from a hyperparasitized host Hj,L, either the introduced parasite j is excluded (i.e., the hyperparasite spreads among the resident
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parasite strain, which excludes the invading parasite) or
the resident parasite i is replaced (i.e., the invading parasite
displaces the resident parasite). The probability of this invading parasite being excluded is described by the parameter Q. Note that we assume the hyperparasite is always
physically dispersed within propagules of the parasite.
The system is an extension of previous models analyzed
in Taylor et al. (1998), Taylor (2002), and Morozov et al.
(2007), which ecologically incorporate a form of intraguild
predation. Here, we explicitly consider the dynamics of multiple competing strains of parasite and hyperparasite because we are interested in their evolution, going beyond
their purely ecological dynamics. Section SM3 in the supplemental PDF (available online) analyses the one-strain
version of these equations; there it is shown that the system
with single strains of both the parasite and the hyperparasite can achieve an equilibrium and that this equilibrium is
locally stable, provided it exists. Here, we also assume for
simplicity that once a host has been infected it is impossible
for it to recover back to its susceptible state.
The model equations for S, Pi, and Hi,L with n parasite
and m hyperparasite strains are as follows:
!
n
m
X
X
dS
p F(N)S 2 mS 2 S
bP (ai )Pi 1
bH (ai , ϵK )H i,K ,
dt
ip1
Kp1
ð1Þ
n X
m
X
dPi
p bP (ai )SPi 2 Pi
j(aj , ϵK )H j,K 2 mPi 2 ai Pi ,
dt
jp1 Kp1

ð2Þ
n
X
dH i,L
p bH (ai , ϵL )SH i,L 1 QPi
j(aj , ϵL )H j,L
dt
jp1
n
X
1 (1 2 Q)j(ai , ϵL )H i,L
Pj 2 mH i,L

ð3Þ

jp1

2 aH (ai , ϵL )H i,L :

ð3Þ

Note that there is an equation (2) for each parasite
strain and an equation (3) for each parasite-hyperparasite
strain combination. The parasite strain is described by the
parasite virulence a, whereas the hyperparasite strain is
governed by both the corresponding parasite virulence
a and the hyperparasite strength ϵ. This hyperparasite
strength is the debilitating impact of the hyperparasite
on the parasite. For example, this can be a decrease in metabolic rates or in division rate. The terms bP(ai)SPi and aiPi
describe, respectively, the transmission rate and the infectionrelated mortality of Pi. The terms bH (ai , ϵL )SH i,L and
j(ai , ϵL )Pi H i,L are transmission rates from hyperparasitized
hosts of type Hi,L to the two possible hosts S and Pi, respectively; aH (ai , ϵL )H i,L is the mortality of these hyperpara-

sitized hosts. The parameter Q denotes the probability that
when a parasite of type i with hyperparasite L infects a host
parasitized by parasite j, a hyperparasitized host of type Hj,L
is produced (thus, the hyperparasite invades the resident
parasite and the invading parasite strain is excluded by
the resident parasite strain); otherwise, with probability
1 2 Q the resultant hyperparasitized host will be Hi,L
(the invading parasite and its hyperparasite jointly
displaces the resident parasite). As in Taylor et al. (1998),
Taylor (2002), and Morozov et al. (2007), we do not consider
coinfections, which we acknowledge may change model
predictions (Alizon and van Baalen 2008). This means that
a different parasite cannot infect a parasitized host and
displace the resident parasite unless the invading parasite
carries a hyperparasite (and we used Q near 1, so this was
unlikely, and Q in any case did not affect a parasite’s
invasibility). Finally, m is the parasite-independent (and
density-independent) mortality rate of hosts. The meaning
of the parameters is brieﬂy summarized in table 1 and a
detailed ﬂowchart of the model is provided in section SM1
of the supplemental PDF.
The key novel feature of the current framework is that
we can separately model evolution of the parasite and the
hyperparasite (assuming the other species is ﬁxed) as well
as their coevolution. In earlier models, infection of a parasitized host (Pj) by a parasite-hyperparasite pair (Hi,L) was
assumed to always result in the exclusion of the original
parasite strain; that is, parasite strain j was excluded and
replaced by parasite strain i and hyperparasite strain L. Although such a displacement is possible in principle, it is
also logical to assume that if a host is heavily parasitized
by parasite strain j, then strain j may not be replaced by
strain i and instead the host becomes hyperparasitized with
parasite strain j and hyperparasite strain L. In our model,
we quantify this idea by assuming Q to be close to 1 in most
cases (the assumption in earlier models corresponds to
Q p 0). Mathematically, we can consider equations (1)–(3)
for any number of strains and any parameters describing
parasite and hyperparasite life-history traits. Biologically,
however, effects of genetic incompatibility of hyperparasites can play a role; that is, a hyperparasite living on a certain parasite strain may not be able to infect a parasite
strain with a different genetic background (Taylor 2002;
Milgroom and Cortesi 2004). In this article, we will neglect
the effects of such incompatibility by considering that all
combinations of parasite and hyperparasite strains occur
as a result of small mutations that do not create genetic
barriers for hyperparasite transmission.
The main goal of the current study is to explore the
evolution and coevolution of parasite virulence (a) and
hyperparasite strength (ϵ) in a host-parasite-hyperparasite
system. To achieve this goal, we ﬁrst investigate the evolution of the parasite in the presence of a hyperparasite when
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Table 1: Deﬁnitions of variables, parameters, and functions used in the host-parasite-hyperparasite model
deﬁned by equations (1)–(3)
Model component
S
Pi
Hi,L
F(N)
m
ai
ϵL
aH(ai, ϵL)
bP(ai)
bH(ai, ϵL)
j(ai, ϵL)
Q

Meaning
Density of uninfected (susceptible) hosts
Density of parasitized hosts infected by uninfected parasites of strain i
Density of hyperparasitized hosts infected by parasites of strain i infected by hyperparasites of strain L
Density-dependent birth rate of susceptible hosts (N is total host density)
Natural host density-independent mortality due to factors other than infection, under the assumption
that 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
Virulence of uninfected parasites of strain i, with 0 ≤ ai
Hyperparasite strength of strain L
Virulence of parasites of strain i infected by hyperparasites of strain L; deﬁned as aH(ai, ϵL) p a0(ϵL)ai, with
0 ≤ a0(ϵL) ≤ 1 for hypovirulence and a0(ϵL) ≥ 1 for hypervirulence
Transmission rate from parasitized hosts Pi to susceptible hosts S
Transmission rate from hyperparasitized hosts Hi,L to susceptible hosts S; deﬁned as bH(ai, ϵL) p b0(ϵL)bP(ai)
Transmission rate from hyperparasitized hosts Hi,L to hosts parasitized by any strain, which is deﬁned as
j(ai, ϵL) p j0bH(ai, ϵL)
When an infected parasite invades a parasitized host, the probability that its hyperparasite spreads
throughout the resident parasite (which is not displaced by the invasive parasite strain); 1 2 Q is the
probability that the invading parasite (with its hyperparasite) displaces the resident

the life-history traits of the latter are ﬁxed. Then we ﬁx the
life-history traits of the parasite and consider the evolution
of the hyperparasite alone. Finally, we model the coevolution of the parasite and hyperparasite together. In each of
these cases, it is assumed that the trait values for all strains
are parameterized by a and ϵ. To reduce the complexity of
model (1)–(3), it is then assumed that initially each species
is a monomorphic population with traits ar and ϵr, whose
ecological dynamics are governed by equations (1)–(3) with
a single strain of parasite and hyperparasite (the equations
become [D1]–[D3], with a p ar and ϵ p ϵr ). It is further
assumed that mutant strains arise in the evolving populations and the trait values of those mutants (am , ϵm ) are (inﬁnitesimally) small perturbations away from the resident
trait values. This then allows one to use the adaptive dynamics framework (which assumes continuous trait values)
to determine how the trait values for the evolving populations continuously change over time.
Following a well-established approach, we assume a
trade-off between the virulence and transmission rate of a
parasite and between the virulence and transmission rate
of a hyperparasite-infected parasite relative to an uninfected
parasite (Lipsitch and Moxon 1997; Ebert and Bull 2003;
Alizon et al. 2009). Note that such trade-offs are expressed
by a positive relationship between transmission (high values
are good for the parasite) and virulence (high values are bad
for the parasite); such trade-offs have been demonstrated
empirically (Alizon et al. 2009; Doumayrou et al. 2013). In
the absence of the hyperparasite, we model the parasite
trade-off by making bP a function of a, as is often assumed
(Alizon et al. 2009). Infection with a hyperparasite usually

decreases both the virulence and the transmission of the parasite, but to different degrees (Milgroom and Cortesi 2004).
To incorporate the dependence of the hyperparasite’s
detriment to parasites on the hyperparasite strength ϵ,
we use the following generic structure of the functions
in the presence of the hyperparasite: aH (a, ϵ) p a0 (ϵ)a,
bH (a, ϵ) p b0 (ϵ)bP (a), and j(a, ϵ) p j0 bH (a, ϵ), where
j0 is the transmission of a hyperparasite-infected parasite
to a parasitized host relative to its transmission to a susceptible host. These formulations allow the introduction
of trade-offs into the model; we investigate various mathematical formulations for bP(a), a0(ϵ), and b0(ϵ) (see the
next section for details). The presence of the hyperparasite is characterized by its strength ϵ, which determines
its impact on parasite virulence through the function a0(ϵ)
(the virulence of the parasite with the hyperparasite relative to uninfected parasite virulence) and its transmission
through the relative transmission function b0(ϵ). In examining coevolution, we consider the virulence of the pathogen a and the strength of the hyperparasite ϵ to be independent evolutionary parameters.
In most examples in this article, we assume that 0 ≤
a0 (ϵ) ≤ 1 (known as hypovirulence): a value approaching
zero signiﬁes a very large decrease in parasite virulence
with hyperparasite infection, whereas a0 (ϵ) p 1 means
no impact. In some cases, however, the hyperparasite
may induce hypervirulence (e.g., a virus infecting the human infectious agent Staphylococcus aureus produces an
enzyme that permits the microbe to be “below the radar”
of the human immune system; Gerlach et al. 2018), where
a0 (ϵ) 1 1, meaning that the hyperparasitized parasite is
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more detrimental to its host (Brüssow et al. 2004; Parratt
and Laine 2016). We will brieﬂy consider this case.
Computationally, we apply two powerful approaches
to modeling evolution. The ﬁrst one applies the adaptive
dynamics framework (Geritz et al. 1997; Brännström et al.
2013), a versatile tool with applications in a wide range of
diverse areas, including epidemiology (Dieckmann et al.
2005; Boldin and Diekmann 2008; Svennungsen and
Kisdi 2009). A key feature of adaptive dynamics is the link
between population and evolutionary dynamics, thereby
incorporating and generalizing the fundamental idea of
frequency-dependent selection from game theory. This
modeling approach considers the long-term evolutionary
outcomes of an invasion of a rare mutant parasite or hyperparasite into the environment formed by a resident at
ecological equilibrium (or any other type of attractor). The
outcome can be characterized by the invasion ﬁtness (inferred from the initial growth rate of the rare invading
mutant), which when positive indicates a successful invasion; subsequently, the mutant displaces the resident.
This process occurs iteratively, with successive invasions
of mutants that, when successful, exclude the resident
type (Eshel 1983; Taylor 1989; Christiansen 1991; Abrams
et al. 1993b). Following a large number of such invasions
and substitutions, the species will evolve toward an evolutionarily singular point, at which the selection gradient (deﬁned as the derivative of the invasion ﬁtness) vanishes. To
locate all singularities we apply both analytical methods and
direct numerical simulations in which we randomly introduce mutants and solve the corresponding differential equations for the dynamics of mutants and residents to verify the
outcome of an invasion.
Subsequent evolutionary behavior depends on the stability of the evolutionary singularity (Taylor 1989; Abrams
et al. 1993b), which can be determined from a pairwise
invasibility plot (PIP; Kisdi and Meszéna 1993) and/or by
computing the second derivatives of the invasion ﬁtness
at a singular point (Eshel 1983; Geritz et al. 1998). PIPs
are graphical illustrations of the invasion success of potential mutants, often used to study the consequence of invasions and substitutions. These plots show, for each resident
trait, all of the mutant traits for which the invasion ﬁtness is
positive and therefore results in a successful invasion. The
singularities can be stable (an evolutionary attractor), unstable (an evolutionary repeller), or a branching point. An
evolutionary attractor occurs when a singular point is both
an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)—nearby mutants are
not able to invade—and a convergent stable strategy. These
joint conditions ensure that an ESS can be attained and
maintained (Eshel 1983). If the singularity is convergent
stable but not an ESS, then we have a branching point,
where an initially monomorphic population becomes dimorphic (for examples, see Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999;

Doebeli 2011). However, for our model we have shown that
branching behavior is impossible, implying that a singularity will be either an evolutionary attractor or a repeller (see
app. C).
The second computational approach uses a quantitative genetics framework where we model the evolution of
life-history traits directly, following Abrams et al. (1993a)
and Day and Proulx (2004). The equations for the species
densities and life-history traits are modiﬁed from the
model described above. The ﬁrst three equations of the
model describe the mean ﬁeld variation of S, P, and H
(all model parameters have the same meaning as above).
Two equations are added describing the evolution of the
parasite and hyperparasite traits a and ϵ, which govern
transmission. For the full equations, see appendix D.
Results
Evolution in the Parasite Alone
Consider the scenario where the hyperparasite does not
evolve (i.e., ϵ is ﬁxed) but there is evolution of parasite
virulence, a. We assume that the parasite transmission
bP(a) is monotonically increasing with parasite virulence
a and passes through the origin. Thus, there is no parasite transmission without an increase in host mortality.
To ﬁnd ESSs in the system using adaptive dynamics,
we consider the dynamics of a rare mutant introduced
into a resident population (i will be set to m for the mutant and r for the resident). The dynamics of hosts with
the mutant parasite without (Pm) and with (Hm) the hyperparasite (as long as the latter are rare) are given by
(for simplicity we omit the second index in H)
dPm
p bP (am )S* Pm 2 j(ar )Pm H *r 2 mPm 2 am Pm ,
dt

ð4Þ

dH m
p bH (am )S* H m 1 Qj(ar )Pm H *r
dt
ð5Þ
1 (1 2 Q)j(am )P*r H m 2 mH m 2 aH (am )H m , ð5Þ
where S*, P*r , and H *r are the stationary states of the resident population (determined by eqq. (1)–(3) with one
strain each of parasite and hyperparasite; see sec. SM3
of the supplemental PDF) and am and ar are, respectively,
the virulence of the mutant and resident strains. The ﬂowchart for this model is shown in ﬁgure S2 (ﬁgs. S1–S19 are
available online).
The invasion ﬁtness of the mutant parasite is given by
the largest eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of model (4)
and (5). In appendix A, we derive the invasion ﬁtness
(following the assumptions of adaptive dynamics that
mutations will occur in very small steps, meaning that am
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is close to ar) and the related evolutionarily singular point(s).
For small mutations, invasion ﬁtness is

l P p bP (am )S* 2 j(ar )H *r 2 m 2 am :

ð6Þ

By computing the corresponding derivatives (Eshel 1983),
we analytically found that for a concave trade-off function
bP(a), any evolutionarily singular point is always evolutionary and convergence stable (i.e., it is an evolutionary
attractor): thus, long-term evolution will eventually reach
this point. This can be illustrated by plotting a PIP for the
virulence of the parasite (a), as shown in ﬁgure 1A constructed for a hyperbolic bP(a). This diagram shows the
sign of the invasion ﬁtness (a positive sign implies that
the mutant can invade). A singular point is located at the
intersection of a boundary between positive and negative
invasion ﬁtness and the principal diagonal. This describes
the ultimate evolutionary state of the system.
We investigated the dependence of the ESS virulence
(a*) on key model parameters. Figure 1B and ﬁgure 1C
show how altering the background mortality m would affect the ESS virulence of the parasite and the stationary
densities of the host. We choose to investigate the dependence on the background mortality m of the host, as it can
be affected by plenty of ecological and environmental factors (such as predators, climate, and human intervention,
like harvesting). For the range of parameters that we considered, we veriﬁed the stability of the host equilibria in all
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three regions of ﬁgure 1B using standard analytical techniques (for details, see sec. SM3 of the supplemental PDF).
From ﬁgure 1B and ﬁgure 1C we can see that at low mortality m the parasitized hosts cannot coexist with the hyperparasitized hosts (i.e., lower virulence is favored when
background mortality is low). In this case, all hosts infected
by the parasite are also infected by the hyperparasite. Under the considered scenario and at low values of m, we have
a competition between different strains of parasites (more
virulent and less virulent) containing the same strain of hyperparasite. Coexistence of both the parasitized host and
the hyperparasitized host, P and H, is possible only for
some intermediate m. At high rates of m, the hyperparasite
cannot survive and becomes extinct (higher transmission
is favored when natural mortality is high). This extinction
of hyperparasites at high values of m can be explained by
the fact that the parasite without the hyperparasite has an
advantage, since its transmission is higher (compared with
that of the parasite containing the hyperparasite). On the
contrary, the mortality of infected hosts (at high values of
m) is mostly affected by background mortality rather than
the virulence. In the absence of the hyperparasite, the parasite virulence a evolves to intermediate values, which therefore leads to intermediate host mortality rates. Interestingly,
in the presence of the hyperparasite, the parasite virulence a
evolves to higher values (compared with the hyperparasitefree scenario), which leads to higher mortality rates for parasitized hosts. However, as hyperparasites reduce the host

Figure 1: A, Pairwise invasibility plot describing the long-term evolution in model (1)–(3) in the case of evolution of parasite virulence a
only. The gray regions represent positive invasion ﬁtness, and the white regions represent the domain where invasion ﬁtness is negative. For
the whole plane, the invasion ﬁtness was deﬁned as max(l H , l P ) and computed numerically. The evolutionarily singular strategy is an evolutionary attractor shown by a black circle for m p 0:5. B, Dependence of evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) virulence on background mortality m. The graph shows the ESS virulence a* (solid black curve), the corresponding virulence of the hyperparasitized host (dashed black
curve), and the ESS virulence that would evolve if the system had no hyperparasite (dotted black curve). C, Stationary host densities as
functions of m. The blue curve represents the stationary density of susceptible hosts, the orange curve represents the stationary density
of parasitized hosts, and the yellow curve represents the stationary density of the hyperparasitized host. The dashed purple and green lines
represent the susceptible and parasitized host densities, respectively, in the absence of the hyperparasite. Regions of the graph are as follows:
I p at the equilibrium, all parasites are infected by the hyperparasite; II p coexistence of uninfected hosts and infected hosts with and
without the hyperparasite; III p the hyperparasite cannot be established in the system, with the resulting system consisting of just susceptible hosts and hosts infected by the parasite. All other parameter values are as follows: F(N) p 5 2 0:8N, Q p 0:9, b0 p 0:5, j0 p 0:5,
a0 p 0:6, and bP p aC=(a 1 K), with C p 1:5 and K p 0:5.
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mortality, the actual mortality rates averaged over all infected hosts is lower than what would be experienced in
the absence of hyperparasites.
This result can also be observed from the graphs of the
prevalence and mortality rates; for example, the overall
mortality of hosts is still lower in the presence of the hyperparasite (see sec. SM2 of the supplemental PDF). Note that
here we are mostly interested in the overall host mortality
(rather than the mortality of only infected hosts), since
the purpose of introducing the hyperparasite as a biological
control agent is to reduce the average overall mortality. We
observed an increase in the density of susceptible hosts S
after the addition of the hyperparasite, as the overall infection rate bP (a)P 1 bH (a, ϵ)H is reduced as a result of reduced transmission with the hyperparasite. Average mortality is, therefore, reduced not only because hyperparasitized
hosts have lower virulence than parasitized hosts but also
because there are more susceptible hosts with the lowest
mortality. Therefore, average mortality is reduced even with
the evolution of higher virulence in parasitized hosts (this
result holds for all mortality rates 0:05 ≤ m ≤ 1; for very
low rates [i.e., m ! 0:05] we observe that the overall mortality is slightly higher in the presence of the hyperparasite
than in the absence of the hyperparasite). We have also investigated the inﬂuence of parameters a0 (which is the reduction of virulence of the parasite in the presence of the
hyperparasite) and b0 (which is the reduction of the transmission of the parasite in the presence of the hyperparasite)
and found a dependence similar to that for m (supplemental
PDF, sec. SM2).
Importantly, the observed increase in the ESS virulence of the parasite in the presence of the hyperparasite
is not constrained to our particular choice of the tradeoff function bP(a). This property is more generic, as formulated in the theorem below.
THEOREM 1. If the trade-off between virulence and
transmission rate is such that bP is given by some
increasing function with a negative second derivative and mutations occur in small steps, then
^ , where a* is the ESS in the presence of both
a* ≥ a
the parasite and the hyperparasite and a
^ is the ESS
in the absence of the hyperparasite.
The proof of theorem 1 is given in appendix B. This
shows quite generally that introducing a hyperparasite is
expected to increase the evolutionarily stable virulence of
the parasite. Furthermore, we can also show that the stationary densities of susceptible hosts increase after the introduction of the hyperparasite despite this increase in virulence, clearly demonstrating the positive impact the
hyperparasite can have, for instance, in biological control
efforts (full details are shown in app. B).

We should note that the ESS values of virulence do
not depend on the parameter Q quantifying the probability of displacement of the pathogen strain as a result
of infection by another parasite strain containing a hyperparasite. Mathematically, this somewhat counterintuitive observation can be explained by the fact that the expressions for the invasion ﬁtness and the resident strain
stationary densities do not actually include Q. The resident densities do not include Q because they have only
one strain of parasite, so there is no displacement possible. The invasion ﬁtness does not include Q because the
Jacobian has a zero at upper right, so the eigenvalues are
the diagonal elements and the largest is the one due to
the parasite equation, which does not include Q. The same
holds true for the other evolutionary scenarios considered
below.
Evolution in the Hyperparasite Only
Now we consider the opposite scenario, where the lifehistory traits of the parasite are ﬁxed and only the hyperparasite evolves. The evolving parameter is the hyperparasite strength ϵ. The impact of the hyperparasite on the
transmission rate bH (which also affects j) is described
by multiplication of the uninfected parasite rate by the
factor b0(ϵ); the effect of the hyperparasite on the parasite
virulence a is given by multiplication by a0(ϵ). We generally assume that a0(ϵ) and b0(ϵ) are positive increasing
functions (as the greater the hyperparasite strength ϵ,
the greater the hyperparasite virulence and transmission)
and consider several possible mathematical formulations
(ﬁg. 2). Generally, we assume 0 ≤ a0 (ϵ) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ b0 (ϵ) ≤
1 (thus, the hyperparasite reduces parasite virulence and
transmission).
The equation for a rare mutant hyperparasite Hm invading a resident strain of the hyperparasite at the ecological equilibrium (S* , P*r , H *r ) is
dH m
p (bH (ϵm )S* 1 j(ϵm )P*r 2 m
dt
2 aH (ϵm ))H m p l H (ϵm )H m ,

ð7Þ
ð7Þ

where lH(ϵm) is the invasion ﬁtness. The corresponding
ﬂowchart of the model is provided in the supplemental
PDF.
By applying the adaptive dynamics framework we explored evolutionarily singular points in the model. In
particular, for this model it is straightforward to prove
that a singular point is either an evolutionary attractor
(this implies convergence stability) or a repeller (we do
not show here the mathematical derivations for brevity).
The evolutionary outcome depends on the shape of a0
and b0. In this study, we considered various combinations
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Figure 2: The top panels show the various trade-off functions for a0 and b0 corresponding to the pairwise invasibility plots describing the
long-term evolution in the system. The bottom panels show the invasion ﬁtness plotted in the plane (ϵr , ϵm ) using (7). The gray regions
represent positive lH (and therefore invasion ﬁtness), and the white regions represent the domain where the invasion ﬁtness is negative.
The evolutionarily singular strategy is an evolutionary attractor shown by a black circle. Starting from the left panels, the trade-off functions
are given by a0 (ϵ) p ϵ, with hyperbolic b0 (ϵ) p ϵ=(0:6 1 ϵ); a0 (ϵ) p ϵ, with sigmoidal b0 (ϵ) p 0:5=(1 1 exp(220(ϵ 2 0:5))); and sigmoidal
a0 (ϵ) p 1=(1 1 exp(2 20(ϵ 2 0:5))), with b0 (ϵ) p 0:9ϵ. All other parameter values are as follows: F(N) p 5 2 0:8N, m p 0:5, Q p 0:9,
j0 p 0:5, a p 0:6, and bP p aC=(a 1 K), with C p 1:5 and K p 0:5.

of the trade-off functions, three of which are shown in ﬁgure 2. The top panels present the functional forms a0(ϵ)
and b0(ϵ), and the bottom panels show the corresponding
PIPs. One can see from the ﬁgure (right panels) that in the
case of a sigmoidal a0(ϵ) and a linear b0(ϵ) the evolutionary outcome depends on the starting point. If we start
from an ϵ to the right of the repeller (shown by the open
circle), then the hyperparasite strength will evolve toward
the maximum value of ϵ. Note that such bistability can occur only under the assumption that the life-history traits
of mutants are small perturbations of that of the resident:
if mutations of any size could occur, then the maximum
value of ϵ will always be the evolutionary end point. We
also considered the scenario with a linear b0(ϵ) and a hyperbolic a0(ϵ) as well as the case where a0(ϵ) is hyperbolic
but b0(ϵ) is linear; however, we found that in both cases
an ESS is impossible. Note that for the case of a sigmoidal
a0(ϵ) resulting in two evolutionarily singular strategies,
we show the corresponding ESS point.
As in the previous section, we investigated the dependence of the ESS of the hyperparasite on key model parameters, in particular, on the variation of mortality m, as
shown in ﬁgure 3. We observe from ﬁgure 3 that again at
low background mortality, all of the parasites carry the hyperparasite. The coexistence of all host types (S, P, and H)
occurs for intermediate m, and at high values of m we observe
extinction of the hyperparasite. For all types of trade-off

functions, the introduction of the hyperparasite in the system could be beneﬁcial for biological control because numbers of the healthy hosts increase. The dependence of the
ESS virulence of the hyperparasitized parasite aH(ϵ) on the
mortality rate shows an increase with m in the absence of
P and then a decrease when P can coexist with H.

Coevolution of Parasite and Hyperparasite
Now we turn to the joint coevolution of the parasite virulence a and the hyperparasite strength ϵ. In this case, we
allowed for coevolution of both the hyperparasite and the
parasite. Results (displayed in sec. SM9 of the supplemental
PDF) show that the hyperparasite can evolve from a very
low hyperparasite effect, a0(ϵ), to one that is greater than
1, making the hyperparasite more detrimental to the host
than the parasite itself (hypervirulence). However, below
we again assume 0 ≤ a0 (ϵ) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ b0 (ϵ) ≤ 1; note that
in the scenario of hypervirulence it is still possible to observe the coexistence of all model components and the
model behavior is not dissimilar to that with hypovirulence.
To study coevolution (with hypovirulence) using an
adaptive dynamics framework, we derive the corresponding equations for rare mutants introduced into the resident
population. The invasion ﬁtness is given by a system of four
differential equations describing the dynamics of hosts
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Figure 3: Dependence of the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) hyperparasite virulence aH(ϵ*) on background mortality. A, C, E, Hyperparasite virulence at the ESS hyperparasite strength ϵ* as functions of mortality m for several trade-off functions: hyperbolic b0, sigmoidal b0,
and sigmoidal a0, respectively (see ﬁg. 2). B, D, F, Stationary densities as functions of m corresponding to the respective ESS plots. Blue
curves correspond to healthy susceptible hosts, orange curves correspond to parasitized hosts, yellow curves correspond to hyperparasitized
hosts, and dashed purple and green curves represent the stationary densities of susceptible hosts and parasitized hosts, respectively, in the
absence of the hyperparasite. Regions I–III are the same as in ﬁgure 1. All other parameters are as given in ﬁgure 2.

infected by a mutant parasite in the absence of hyperparasite Pm, a mutant parasite in the presence of the resident
hyperparasite Hm,R, a resident parasite in the presence of
the mutant hyperparasite Hr,M, and a mutant parasite in
the presence of the mutant hyperparasite Hm,M. The model
equations are provided in appendix C, and the corresponding ﬂowchart is provided in the supplemental PDF. We
used analytical methods to analyze the evolutionarily singular points. In particular, we found that eventual evolutionary outcomes are ESSs that are convergent stable; that
is, they are evolutionary attractors. We also implemented
numerical techniques to simulate the long-term dynamics
of the introduction of a rare mutant into a resident equilibrium to determine the winning strain. A typical evolutionary trajectory obtained using the two frameworks is shown
in section SM6 of the supplemental PDF. We assumed the
same shapes of the corresponding trade-off functions as
above for separate evolution of parasite and hyperparasite.
The dependence of the ESS pairs on the background
mortality rate m and the stationary host numbers are
shown in ﬁgure 4. The results show that in each tradeoff scenario, for small values of m the hyperparasite successfully infects all parasites. In each scenario there exists a
range of m values where all three types of the host can coexist together. Above this range, the hyperparasite becomes extinct, leaving only the susceptible and parasitized
hosts. (In effect, increased mortality on the basal resource
population, the host, truncates the food chain it supports.)

We observe that for most m values (0:05 ≤ m ≤ 1) the overall mortality in the presence of the hyperparasite is less
than (or equal to, when H * p 0) the overall mortality in
the absence of the hyperparasite. An interesting observation is that for sigmoidal trade-off scenarios in the absence
of P (i.e., when all parasites acquire hyperparasites), their
virulence is higher than in the system without hyperparasites. We found that mathematically this fact is related
to the shape of the sigmoidal trade-off functions, especially
to the magnitude of the curvature.
Interestingly, in some cases coevolution can drive the
system to states where either the hyperparasites are extinct (H i,L p 0) or there are no parasitized hosts (Pi p
0); however, this is not physical extinction of the parasite, as it is always present with the hyperparasite. This
is the phenomenon of natural selection forcing the joint
species traits to evolve past their respective extinction
boundaries, subsequently resulting in the extinction of that
species and the end of the evolution of their life-history
traits (e.g., in the case of extinction of the hyperparasite).
Several studies have demonstrated the occurrence of this
counterintuitive outcome (Muir and Howard 1999; Fiegna
and Velicer 2003; Parvinen 2005). For example, consider
the trade-off scenario with linear a0 p ϵ and hyperbolic
b0 p 2ϵ=(1 1 ϵ); depending on the evolutionary starting
point and the evolutionary speed, the evolution of both
parameters a and ϵ can result in either the parasite virulence or the hyperparasite virulence evolving past their
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Figure 4: Dependence of the coevolution of parasite virulence and hyperparasite strength on background mortality. A, C, E, Evolutionarily
stable strategy (ESS) parasite virulence in the presence of the hyperparasite a*, the corresponding ESS hyperparasite virulence aH (a* , ϵ* ), and
the ESS virulence of the parasite in a system without the hyperparasite for different trade-off combinations: hyperbolic b0, sigmoidal b0, and
sigmoidal a0, respectively. B, D, F, Equilibrial densities as functions of m corresponding to the respective ESS plots, where the densities
represented by a dashed line represent the host densities in the absence of the hyperparasite. Regions I–III and line colors are the same
as in ﬁgure 1. All other parameters are as given in ﬁgure 2.

respective extinction boundaries, where only healthy hosts
and parasitized hosts persist (i.e., the hyperparasite is extinct, so H p 0). An alternative outcome is to have all
parasites infected by hyperparasites (i.e., P p 0), as shown
in ﬁgure 5B. The ﬁgure shows the evolutionary trajectory
using the adaptive dynamics framework. (Comparable results emerge using the quantitative genetics framework.)
A slower rate of evolution of ϵ can lead to the extinction of
the hyperparasite (ﬁg. 5A). Which scenario is realized in
each case largely depends on the shape of the trade-off
functions, which is often hard to measure empirically. We
discuss the phenomenon of coevolutionary extinction in
more detail in “Discussion” (with an in-depth description
of how we can vary the evolutionary speed shown in
sec. SM5 of the supplemental PDF).
Another interesting outcome is the possibility of two
distinct ESS pairs, with the evolutionary end point being
dependent on the initial conditions, that is, evolutionary
bistability. Consider the trade-off with a0 being the sum
of two sigmoidal functions and a linear b0. This can imply that if we start from different initial conditions the
system may end up at either low or high evolutionary stable parasite virulence and hyperparasite strength. These
two ESS pairs occur as a result of an intermediate range of
ϵ values for which the hyperparasite cannot survive in the
system; therefore, the hyperparasite strength ϵ evolves away
from this range toward either a more virulent or a more benign hyperparasite strain, depending on the initial conditions (for full details, see sec. SM4 of the supplemental PDF).

Effects of Mutual Invasion of Hyperparasites
We have assumed that hyperparasites of different strains
do not interact directly. In particular, we assumed that
the hyperparasite of strain Hi cannot displace another
hyperparasite Hj already established in an individual host.
Some previous studies have relaxed this assumption and
argued that the possibility of mutual displacement among
hyperparasites may result in a different outcome in the evolution of virulence (Taylor et al. 1998; Taylor 2002). In particular, it has been argued that when competing hyperparasites can invade each other via horizontal transmission
(superinfection; Alizon et al. 2013), the evolutionarily stable virulence should generally increase. We can assess this
conclusion using our framework, which explicitly models
the evolution of life-history traits of the parasite and of
the hyperparasite.
Consider, for the sake of simplicity, that there is only
one parasite type P present but multiple competing hyperparasite strains, denoted by Hi, which we assume to be ordered along an axis so that each strain i competes only with
strains i 2 1 and i 1 1. Mathematically, we use the same
generic model as before; however, in the equation for Hi
we add a function Gi:
Gi p 2gj(a, ϵi )(H i21 1 H i11 )H i 1 g(j(a, ϵi11 )H i11
1 j(a, ϵi21 )H i21 )H i ,

ð8Þ
ð8Þ

where the ﬁrst term describes the loss in Hi due to invasion
and displacement by other strains and the second term
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Figure 5: A, Example of coevolutionary extinction where the slow coevolution of parasite virulence and hyperparasite strength results in the
extinction of the hyperparasite. B, Example of an evolutionary outcome where the fast coevolution of parasite virulence and hyperparasite
strength results in the disappearance of parasites free of hyperparasites. After the extinction of the parasite, we observe a further decrease in
parasite virulence (a) and an increase in hyperparasite virulence aH(a, ϵ) until we reach an evolutionarily stable strategy consisting of only S
and H. The left panels show the coevolution of both parasite and hyperparasite virulence simulated through the adaptive dynamics framework, where the solid black curves represent the parasite virulence and the dashed black curves represent the hyperparasite virulence. The
right panels show the corresponding equilibrium host densities as life-history traits evolve, with the susceptible host density represented by
the blue curve, the parasitized host density represented by the orange curve, and the hyperparasitized host density represented by the yellow
curve. All other parameters are as given in ﬁgure 2.

accounts for the successful invasion by Hi supplanting
other strains. Physically, all displacements of hyperparasite strains occur via transmission in the parasitized host
captured by the coefﬁcient j(a, ϵ). The coefﬁcient g describes the success of displacement of hyperparasite strains;
we vary this coefﬁcient across a wide range. For simplicity,
we assume that because of vegetative incompatibility only
two hyperparasite strains (H i11 and H i21 ) can invade strain
Hi. (We should stress that considering a large number of
strains that can invade Hi does not crucially affect our main
results. More details about the model equations are provided in sec. SM7 of the supplemental PDF.)
Simulation of the modiﬁed model shows the possibility of simultaneous coexistence of different hyperparasite strains (see ﬁg. S17). However, the distribution of
Hi(ϵ) has a Gaussian shape with the maximum corresponding to the ESS virulence aH(ϵ*) found in the system
with a single hyperparasite strain. Variation of g, parameterizing the strength of mutual invasions, does not affect the position of the peak. Our general conclusion is
that competition of hyperparasites—in the case where
we do not allow for multiple infections within individual
hosts—does not modify the ESS value of parasite virulence. A major conclusion of early studies was the existence of a positive dependence of the virulence (or transmission rate) on the strength of the horizontal invasion

of hyperparasites (Taylor et al. 1998; Taylor 2002). Our
results using a more mechanistic model suggest that this
does not always hold.

Discussion
Despite an abundant body of theoretical research into
evolution and coevolution within host-parasites systems,
surprisingly little attention has been paid to systems containing hyperparasites except a few earlier studies (Taylor
et al. 1998; Taylor 2002). This is unfortunate given how
widespread hyperparasites are in both natural and agricultural populations (Milgroom and Cortesi 2004; Nobrega
et al. 2015; Parratt and Laine 2016). Our study partially
bridges this gap and theoretically explores possible outcomes of the evolution of parasite virulence in the presence of a hyperparasite. We have presented a novel modeling framework that explicitly describes the evolution of key
traits of the parasite along with its hyperparasite. In previous models, it was impossible to separate situations where
the virulence of a hyperparasite-infected parasite decreases
because of evolution of the parasite itself (i.e., because of
changes in parasite life-history traits with a ﬁxed strain of
a hyperparasite) from reduced parasite virulence resulting
from an increase in the hyperparasite strength debilitating
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it (Taylor et al. 1998; Taylor 2002). Our framework allows
us to discriminate these scenarios. Mathematically, we have
utilized two powerful approaches for modeling biological
evolution—adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al. 1997; Brännström et al. 2013) and quantitative genetics (Abrams et al.
1993a; Day and Proulx 2004)—and found that they reached
comparable conclusions about the evolution of virulence in
tritrophic systems. Note that our framework partly includes
effects of genotype-to-genotype interactions, which are considered to be crucial for parasite-hyperparasite coevolution
(Parratt et al. 2017). For example, the hyperparasite strain
characterized by ϵ has different effects on its parasite depending on a, which are described by the overall virulence
and the transmission rates given by aH (a, ϵ), bH (a, ϵ), and
j(a, ϵ). Genetic incompatibility was assumed in the model
when exploring effects of mutual invasion of the hyperparasite (see the corresponding section). Note as well that for
simplicity we do not account for independent transmission
of hyperparasites among parasite populations. Neither do
we allow for recovery of either parasitized or hyperparasitized hosts to their uninfected states (both of these scenarios can be explored by extending the current model).
Our major insights are as follows. First, we have shown
that introducing a hyperparasite generally increases parasite virulence. We need to take this into account in virulence management programs. Second, we have compared host population sizes and infection prevalence in
the presence and absence of the hyperparasite. Typically,
our results suggest that the introduction of a hyperparasite as a biocontrol agent should be beneﬁcial for the system, for example, as measured in terms of overall host
mortality and the equilibrium number of healthy hosts.
Third, we have shown the possibility of extinction arising
because of evolution in the coevolving system. Finally, we
have demonstrated examples of evolutionary bistability:
starting from different initial conditions the evolutionarily stable virulence can be either low or high. Below we
discuss the signiﬁcance of these insights and reﬂect on possible biological applications.
Applications to Biological Control
Hyperparasites can be a nuisance if they debilitate biological control agents (Beddington and Hammond 1977).
But they can also be a potentially powerful biological control tool in ecology, agriculture, and medicine that reduces
the burden of parasites (Abo-Foul et al. 1996; Swinton and
Gilligan 1999; Milgroom and Cortesi 2004; Nobrega et al.
2015). One particularly salient and important case of the
potential biocontrol of a parasite by its obligate hyperparasite is the attenuation of the devastating impact of chestnut blight disease by a hypovirus (Milgroom and Cortesi
2004). Chestnut blight disease is caused by the fungus
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Cryphonectria parasitica. The fungus was introduced in
the United States around 1904 and devastated the American chestnut (Castanea dentata) across its range during
the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, and its negative impact is still ongoing (Taylor et al. 1998; Milgroom and
Cortesi 2004). The total estimated loss across the continent
was about 3.5 billion trees (Anagnostakis 1982). By contrast, in Europe the invasion of the chestnut blight fungus
(ﬁrst reported in 1938) resulted in only very low mortality
of infected trees of the European chestnut (Castanea sativa;
Heiniger and Rigling 1994; Ghabrial and Suzuki 2009).
The mild loss of chestnut trees in Europe appears to be
explained by the debilitating effects of the pathogen of a
virus, Cryphonecria hypovirus 1 (a naked double-stranded
ribonucleic acid molecule). Given the successful natural
biological control of the disease in Europe, several management programs have been proposed involving inoculation of infected chestnut trees with the hypovirus in the
United States. However, treatment with the hypovirus has
not yet been particularly successful in the United States,
at least as assessed by reducing tree mortality (Milgroom
and Cortesi 2004).
Various reasons have been suggested to explain the failure of biological control of chestnut blight disease. High
diversity of vegetative compatibility of the fungus (i.e.,
the fact that a particular viral strain can infect only a particular type of fungus) may explain the biocontrol failure
(Milgroom and Cortesi 2004). Another reason may be a
low horizontal transmission rate of the hyperparasite due
to a low density of host trees. Different strains of Cryphonecria hypovirus with different transmission rates exist.
Such heterogeneity could explain variability in the success
of establishment among trials (Morozov et al. 2007). In our
model, this is described by altering the parameter b0 (see
ﬁg. S8). Evolution within hyperparasites toward dominance
by less debilitating viral strains has been suggested to play a
role (Taylor et al. 1998; Taylor 2002). Earlier models suggested the hypovirus would evolve to minimize its deleterious effect on the parasite. It is possible that the initial success story of the recovery of chestnut trees in Europe that
was ascribed to impacts of the hyperparasite might be evolutionarily unstable or simply a transient phase (Taylor
2002). If so, we should expect a further gradual intensiﬁcation of the disease in Europe in future years, as a result
of the coevolution of the parasite and the hyperparasite.
Our study predicts that in the presence of a hyperparasite, the virulence of the uninfected parasite should increase (see theorem 1). An increase in parasite virulence
is observed both for the evolution of the parasite or the
hyperparasite alone and for their joint coevolution. This
contributes to the long-standing debate about shifts in the
parasite virulence in the presence of a hyperparasite (Parratt and Laine 2016). For example, the existing deﬁnition
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of hypovirulence as a reduction in observed pathogen virulence in the presence of a hyperparasite (Parratt and Laine
2016) may require clariﬁcation, since long-term coevolution may increase the observed virulence even if the pathogen’s own well-being is negatively affected. In our model,
the ESS for parasite virulence positively depends on its rate
of loss, in particular on the background mortality (see the
end of app. A). Thus, adding some extra loss of parasitized
hosts would require higher values of virulence to compensate for the effects of loss. (A similar mechanism leading to
increased virulence was reported when adding an external
predator to a host-parasite system; Morozov and Adamson
2011; Morozov and Best 2012). On the other hand, the
model shows that despite the increase in virulence of the
parasite, the introduction of a hyperparasite over most of
the parameter space should be beneﬁcial for biological control. For example, the number of healthy hosts at the evolutionarily stable parasite virulence is higher compared with
the hyperparasite-free case (cf. ﬁgs. 2, 4). This occurs because of the redistribution of infected hosts from the compartments parasitized to hyperparasitized, and mortality of
the latter is lower. Although we could not prove this fact
analytically, we numerically observed the beneﬁcial effects
of biological control by a hyperparasite for any set of parameters for which susceptible hosts, parasites, and hyperparasites can coexist.
Along with the chestnut blight disease case study, our
system and results can potentially be applied to other empirical examples. For example, the interaction between
the powdery mildew pathogen and its obligate hyperparasite Ampelomyces quisqualis is characterized by a fast
parasite-hyperparasite coevolution and a high prevalence
of hyperparasitism (Parratt et al. 2017). For this system,
our model might predict a further increase in the prevalence of hyperparasites with an increase in the virulence
of the pathogen (see ﬁg. 5B). However, for more accurate
predictions of this system, one needs to incorporate the
effects of genotype-to-genotype match and spatial aspects
of the problem (Parratt et al. 2017). Another interesting
biological application is the system consisting of ants
(hosts), their parasitic fungus Ophiocordyceps spp., and a
fungal hyperparasite, which exhibits complex populationlevel feedback (Andersen et al. 2012). Conceptually, the
role of the hyperparasite in reducing the impact the parasite has on the host in the given system is arguably similar to the one predicted in the model. In particular, it was
observed that although the hyperparasite reduces the number of successful infections of the parasite at the individual
level (i.e., debilitating the parasitic fungus), overall the persistence of the fungal infection becomes facilitated, that is,
the effective pathogen virulence increases (Andersen et al.
2012). The next possible practical application from our
theoretical modeling comes from the example of coevolu-

tionary extinction: the use of phages as a therapy can be
counterproductive, since genetic variation in the phage
evolution may result in the eventual disappearance of
hyperparasites (phages) with a higher prevalence of
parasites (e.g., ﬁg. 5A).
Unlike results reported in earlier literature, we ﬁnd that
the evolution of the hyperparasite alone or its joint coevolution with the parasite can result in evolution toward
some intermediate values of hyperparasite strength (see
ﬁgs. 3, 4). For the chestnut blight control study case in
Europe, this suggests that the hypovirus should not necessarily evolve to minimize its impact on the parasite, as
predicted previously (Taylor et al. 1998; Taylor 2002).
Combined with the outcome of our model predicting increased host numbers in the system with a hyperparasite,
this study provides us with a theoretical basis to be optimistic about the use of a hypovirus as a biological control
agent against the parasitic fungus C. parasitica and similar systems, provided our assumptions about the shape of
trade-off functions are correct. On the other hand, the effects of coevolutionary extinction—when a gradual improvement of evolutionary ﬁtness results in the eventual
extinction of a species—can also affect the results of biological control. This phenomenon mostly has been reported
in theoretical studies; however, some empirical studies exist
that conﬁrm the possibility of coevolutionary extinction
(see Travisano 1997; Muir and Howard 1999).
Coevolutionary Extinction in Systems
with Hyperparasitism
Our study shows the possibility of a coevolutionary extinction in the system, that is, the situation where a gradual adaptation of a life-history trait eventually results in
population extinction. The phenomenon of evolutionary
suicide has been observed in other theoretical studies
(Matsuda and Abrams 1994; Muir and Howard 1999;
Fiegna and Velicer 2003), and a brief classiﬁcation of possible scenarios has been proposed (Webb 2003; Parvinen
2005). In our system, the most interesting scenario includes a coevolutionary extinction that depends on the
rates of mutation of the life-history traits of the parasite
and hyperparasite (see ﬁg. 5). Coevolutionary extinction
occurs with simple Monod-like trade-off relations (Monod
1949; see ﬁgure captions) between the virulence and transmission rates (transmission is proportional to virulence
for low virulence but saturates and approaches a constant
value at high virulence).
In the model, slow mutation rates lead to a gradual decrease in the virulence of both hyperparasite-free parasites
and parasites containing hyperparasites (ﬁg. 5A). The
decrease in parasite virulence (and the corresponding
transmission rate) initially results in a lower number
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of parasitized hosts, which signiﬁes successful biological
control. However, a further decrease in a and aH results
in a drop of H, since transmission rates of hyperparasites
become too low to allow the hyperparasite to persist and
thus the hyperparasite becomes extinct. In the absence of
the hyperparasites, parasites then evolve to their ESS virulence. Interestingly, extinction of hyperparasites occurs in
the model via a transcritical rather than a saddle-node bifurcation (see the supplemental PDF), which has been previously considered an unfavorable condition for evolutionary suicide (Parvinen 2005). For fast mutation rates (ﬁg. 5B),
the virulence of parasites containing hyperparasites aH
quickly increases, whereas the virulence of hyperparasitefree parasites a decreases. This discrepancy can be explained
by a rapid increase in the hyperparasite strength measured
by ϵ. As a result, the hyperparasites wins their competition
with the parasites for the same resources, the susceptible hosts.
The eventual outcome of evolution is the coexistence of the
susceptible and hyperparasitized hosts; however, from a
biological point of view there is no true coevolutionary extinction, since both parasite and hyperparasite remain in
the system.
Mathematically, the dependence of coevolutionary outcomes on the mutation rates can be explained by the fact
that the boundary stationary states (either in the absence
of hyperparasitized hosts or in the absence of parasitized
hosts) are globally stable in some domains of the evolving
parameters a and ϵ. Thus, if with time the evolutionary trajectory lands in the domains of stability of either of the
boundary stationary states, this will signify a quick extinction of the third component (hyperparasitized hosts or
parasitized hosts, respectively). Moreover, if for each resultant two-component subsystem an ESS occurs in the domain of stability of the boundary stationary state (the third
component is zero), the system will be trapped in the given
evolutionary state.
From a disease management perspective, the possibility of coevolutionary extinction—which would depend on
how fast mutations happen—adds an extra degree of uncertainty in forecasting eventual evolutionary outcomes.
Indeed, for a time series of eco-evolutionary dynamics
(as those in ﬁg. 5) it is hard to predict the ﬁnal evolutionary
outcome from early dynamics: the initial success of biological control of chestnut blight disease by a hypovirus
in Europe reported in Heiniger and Rigling (1994) could,
for instance, be a transient phenomenon, as shown in ﬁgure 5A. Considering that the chestnut blight–hypovirus interaction example poses the fundamental (and nontrivial)
question about timescales as to whether we should separate
evolutionary and ecological processes in this or similar
cases studies. The generation time of chestnut trees (50–
70 years) is much longer than that of the fungus and is especially longer than the replication time of a hypovirus
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(hours), which governs mutation rates (Abo-Foul et al.
1996; Swinton and Gilligan 1999; Milgroom and Cortesi
2004; Nobrega et al. 2015). In this case, proposed classiﬁcations of types of coevolutionary extinction using the
classical adaptive dynamics framework assuming the ecological scale to be fast relative to evolution (e.g., Parvinen
2005 and references therein) should be reconsidered. The
evolutionary outcome may be highly sensitive to the choice
of the mathematical formulation of trade-off relations (assuming that such trade-offs exist), and for a given parameterization (Monod function) it can largely depend on the
values of parameters. For example, using the Monod dependence of b0(ϵ) for some parameters different from those
in ﬁgure 5 demonstrates the possibility of an internal ESS
where all components—susceptible, parasitized, and hyperparasitized hosts—coexist (see ﬁg. 4 and examples in the
supplemental PDF).
Future Development of Theory
and Empirical Observation
This study should be regarded as a ﬁrst step in exploring
the evolution of virulence in tritrophic host-parasite systems based on a mechanistic approach. We have made several simpliﬁed assumptions, which could be relaxed in further studies. In particular, we have neglected the effect of
coinfections, that is, the coexistence of several strains of
a parasite within a single host. Accounting for coinfections
may potentially increase the virulence of an individual parasite strain as well as the overall “average” virulence as a result of competition among strains within individual hosts
(Alizon and van Baalen 2008; Alizon et al. 2013). Another
important source of complexity warranting further study
is the effects of vegetative incompatibility, that is, where a
genetic barrier prevents a particular hyperparasite from
infecting different varieties of the parasite that are incompatible with that hyperparasite (Carbone et al. 2004; Milgroom and Cortesi 2004). Although some mathematical
models have included effects of vegetative incompatibility
in systems with hyperparasites (Liu et al. 2000), the evolutionary aspects of this issue have not been addressed.
Our modeling framework can be easily extended to explore evolutionary effects of vegetative incompatibility.
For example, we could introduce weights wi,j in the transmission term wi,j j(ai , ϵL )H i,L Pj (and similar terms) such
that for parasite strain i with a largely different genetic
composition than strain j, transmission of the hyperparasite would hardly be possible—that is, wi,j ≪ 1. Including genetic incompatibility and, in general, genotype #
genotype effects in the model will allow us to explore
some other empirical systems (Swinton and Gilligan 1999;
Kiss et al. 2004; Milgroom and Cortesi 2004; Nobrega et al.
2015; Parratt et al. 2017).
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Another important direction is a more rigorous investigation of the implications of the form and parameter
values of trade-off functions between virulence and transmission. Our study demonstrates that the model prediction about the coexistence of both parasitized hosts and
hyperparasitized hosts as well as the ESS value of virulence depend crucially on the shape of b(a), a0(ϵ), and
b0(ϵ). This contingency is often considered a bugbear in
the forecasting of evolutionary outcomes (Kisdi et al. 2013).
Empirical data clarifying the shape of the transmissionvirulence trade-off would be of great value. However, relevant data are scarce and do not allow one to discriminate
between different mathematical formulations of trade-off
functions. In many cases, available data reveal only that pathogen transmission is an increasing and saturating function
of virulence (de Roode et al. 2008; Alizon et al. 2009). In
particular, a more accurate reconstruction of trade-off
functions will be crucial to assess the plausibility of evolutionary bistability predicted by our model (see sec. SM4 of
the supplemental PDF). The reported scenario for stability
requires the sign of the curvature to change multiple times
(i.e., something similar to an s-shaped trade-off). This may
not be all that likely biologically.
Throughout this article, we have assumed that the
main beneﬁcial effect of hyperparasites is the reduction
of virulence of the parasite, that is, a 1 aH . However, it
has been reported in several systems that hyperparasites
can enhance recovery of the basal host (Morozov et al.
2007; Parratt and Laine 2016). Mathematically, allowing
for a hyperparasite-mediated recovery requires adding
an extra negative term to the equation for hyperparasitized
hosts (and a corresponding positive term in the equation
for susceptible hosts), which can potentially modify the
evolution of both the parasite and the hyperparasite. Another unexplored issue is the positive impact of the hyperparasite on host resistance, which can enhance recovery,
reduce host mortality, and diminish transmission of the
hyperparasite. Conventional wisdom predicts that evolution of the hyperparasite traits should minimize (eventually to zero) their detrimental effects on the parasite (Parratt and Laine 2016). Our modeling approach can be used
to reevaluate this conventional wisdom.
Among other unexplored issues are the following. First,
it is important to empirically verify our main conclusion
about an evolutionary increase in the virulence of the uninfected parasite due to the presence of the hyperparasite.
An empirical example conﬁrms that the presence of a hyperparasite can strengthen the persistence of the parasite
(Andersen et al. 2012). However, to the best of our knowledge, a thorough comparison of parasite virulence before
and after the establishment of a hyperparasite (allowing
sufﬁcient time for evolution) has not yet been done. Second, spatial heterogeneity can affect the success of disease

transmission and evolution (Swinton and Gilligan 1999;
Parratt et al. 2017; Lion 2018; Liu et al. 2000). Incorporating spatial structure can have many important and at times
surprising effects on eco-evolutionary dynamics. Third,
the inﬂuence of initial conditions in systems with hyperparasitism has been explored in previous studies (Taylor
et al. 1998; Morozov et al. 2007); however, the evolutionary
implications of initial conditions have not been elucidated.
Finally, it will be important to address the sensitivity of
all of our predictions to the choice of the functional form
of disease transmission. In this study, we have assumed
this functional form to be that of mass action, a densitydependent process (McCallum et al. 2001). Alternative
functional forms for transmission (e.g., Ponciano and Capistrán 2011) could imply different evolutionary outcomes.
All of these issues are ripe for future theoretical exploration
and will be important to understand if one is to effectively
use hyperparasites in the biological control of parasites of
economic and societal importance.
Our analyses have examined the evolution and coevolution of parasites and hyperparasites, but in many systems
hosts would be expected to evolve as well, for instance via
traits that confer resistance to transmission of a pathogen
or tolerance once infected. In some cases, one could envisage that changes in host traits would alter the trade-off
functions faced by evolving parasites and hyperparasites,
shifting how they evolve; this in turn could alter the direction of selection on host traits. Future theoretical analyses of
evolution in a tritrophic context should help unravel the potentially surprising eco-evolutionary consequences of such
feedbacks. Abdala-Roberts et al. (2019) recently argued that
a consideration of tritrophic interactions is important for
understanding a wide range of patterns in communities
and ecosystems, and they note that “from an evolutionary
standpoint, few studies have explicitly tested how natural
selection on species traits acts within [tritrophic interactions]” (p. 2156). We suspect that the interaction among
hosts, parasites, and hyperparasites may prove to be a particularly important and as yet still poorly studied arena
within which evolution impacts ecological processes. The
models and results we have here presented provide, we believe, the ﬁrst step toward a deeper understanding of this
complex yet ubiquitous pattern of interactions.
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APPENDIX A
Here, we derive the invasion ﬁtness for evolution in the
parasite. Consider equations (4) and (5) for mutant dynamics. Because the upper right element of the Jacobian
is zero, its eigenvalues are the diagonal elements, which
are
(

alytically and in others computationally; for more details,
see sec. SM8 of the supplemental PDF), all singular points
will be both evolutionarily and convergence stable; hence,
all singular points will be an ESS.

APPENDIX B
Here, we prove theorem 1, determining the impact of the
hyperparasite on the ESS.
First consider the case of no hyperparasites; that is, set
H p 0 in the model equations. From this host-parasite
model, the invasion ﬁtness of a mutant pathogen into a
population with one resident pathogen can be found by
following the adaptive framework:

l p bP (am )^S 2 m 2 am ,
where ^S is the equilibrium S in the resident population and
am is the mutant virulence. From this we can ﬁnd the ﬁtness gradient:

l P p bP (am )S* 2 j(ar )H *r 2 m 2 am ,
l H p bH (am )S* 1 (1 2 Q)j(am )P*r 2 m 2 aH (am ):

The invasion ﬁtness is determined by max(l H , l P ). However, under the assumption that we only allow for small
mutations (i.e., am is close to ar), we can consider lP as
invasion ﬁtness. Indeed, along the line ar p am from
0 p dH=dt, we have H *r (l H 1 Qj(ar )P*r ) p 0, from
which it follows that l H p 2Qj(ar )P*r ! 0. Because of
the differentiability of the functions (we assume the tradeoff functions to be differentiable as well), there exists a
nonzero measure band along the line ar p am such that
l H ! 0, so we can consider lP to be the invasion ﬁtness
for the purpose of determining evolutionarily singular
points, which are always located on ar p am :

l 0P p b0P (a* )S* 2 1 p 0:
By ﬁnding the values of a* such that this expression is
satisﬁed, we are able to locate any singular points. Using
the principles of adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al. 1997;
Brännström et al. 2013), we are able to determine the stability of these points. Assuming that bP is a concave function of a,
∂2 l P
E p 2 p b00P (a* )S* ! 0,
∂am
Mp

∂2 l P
∂S*
p b0P (a* )
:
∂am ∂ar
∂ar

Hence, because E ! 0 and E 1 M p b00P (a* )S* 1
b0P (a* )∂S* =∂ar ! 0 (in some cases this can be proven an-
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⇒ l 0 p b0P (am )^S 2 1:
At the ESS, denoted as a
^ , the invasion ﬁtness and selection
gradient vanishes; that is, l p 0 and l 0 p 0:
0 p l p bP (^
a )^S 2 m 2 a
^,

ðB1Þ

a )^S 2 1:
0 p l 0 p b0P (^

ðB2Þ

Using equation (B2), it is possible to derive an expression
for the susceptible host stationary state ^S at the ESS:
1
:
⇒ ^S p 0
a)
bP (^
Substitution of this into equation (B1) allows an expression dependent only on a
^ to be found:
⇒

bP (^
a)
2a
^ p m:
a)
b0P (^

ðB3Þ

Now we can return to the case of the host-parasitehyperparasite model. Using the adaptive dynamics
framework (under the assumption that mutations occur
in small steps and therefore lH is always negative), the
ESS, a*, is given when l P p 0 and l 0P p 0, where

l P p 0 p bP (a* )S* 2 j(a* )H * 2 m 2 a* ,

ðB4Þ

l 0P p 0 p b0P (a* )S* 2 1,

ðB5Þ

*

*

and S and H are the resident equilibria for a system with
a single pathogen and hyperparasite. Using this equation,
it is again possible to derive an expression for the host stationary state S *:
⇒ S* p

1
:
b0P (a* )
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Again, the substitution of this into equation (B4) yields
an expression dependent only on a*:
⇒

bP (a* )
2 a* p m 1 j(a* )H * ≥ m:
b0P (a* )

ðB6Þ

Using both expression (B3) and expression (B6), it is
^:
possible to derive a relationship between a* and a
⇒

bP (a* )
bP (^
a)
2 a* ≥ 0
2a
^:
0
*
a)
bP (a )
bP (^

Assuming that bP(a) is an increasing function with a
negative second derivative, we can determine the derivative of the function bP (a)=b0P (a) 2 a with respect to a as

⇒

!0
bP (a)
b0P (a)b0P (a) 2 bP (a)b00P (a)
2a p
21
2
0
bP (a)
(b0P (a))
!0
bP (a)
bP (a)b00P (a)
bP (a)b00P (a)
2a p12
2
1
p
2
2
2 ≥ 0:
0
bP (a)
(b0P (a))
(b0P (a))

From this bP (a)=b0P (a) 2 a can be deﬁned as an increasing function; therefore, it follows that
^:
⇒a ≥a
*

Furthermore, as 1=b0P (a) is an increasing function
2
((1=b0P (a))0 p 2b00P (a)=(b0P (a)) ≥ 0) and given that a* ≥
0
a and therefore
a
^ , it is clear that 1=bP (a* ) ≥ 1=^
⇒ S* ≥ ^S:

ðB7Þ

This implies that the equilibrium density for uninfected
susceptible hosts is higher in the presence of the hyperparasite, and therefore the introduction of the hyperparasite
can be beneﬁcial to the hosts.
We can also consider the scenario in the absence of
the hyperparasite-free parasitized hosts with P p 0, assuming that bH p b0 bP . Using the adaptive dynamics
framework, the ESS, a*, is given when l H p 0 and
l 0H p 0, where

l H p 0 p bH (a* )S* 2 m 2 aH (a* ),
l 0H p 0 p b0H (a* )S* 2 a0H (a* ) p b0 b0P (a* )S* 2 a0 ,
and S* is the resident equilibrium for a system with no
hyperparasite-free pathogens and a single strain of hyperparasite. Using this equation it is again possible to derive
an expression for the host stationary state S*:
⇒ S* p

a0
:
b0 b0P (a* )

Again, the substitution of this into the equation for lH
yields an expression dependent only on a*:

⇒

bP (a* )
m
2 a* p ≥ m:
0
*
bP (a )
a0

ðB8Þ

This is similar to expression (B6) and therefore the same
result follows, so the theorem is satisﬁed in this case as well.
However, note that in this case all infected hosts have virulence a*H .
Note that in all simulations and results we have reported, a hyperbolic trade-off function is considered;
that is, bP (a) p Ca=(K 1 a), where C and K are constants. In this case, the expression for the ESS is given as
2
(a* ) p K(j(a* )H * 1 m) when both P and H are present,
2
2
*
(a ) p Km when only P is present, and (a* ) p Km=a0
when only H is present.
APPENDIX C
Here, we provide details on the implementation of the
adaptive dynamics framework to modeling the coevolution of a parasite and a hyperparasite. The dynamics of
the invading mutant strains are described by the following equations:
dPm
p bP (am )S* Pm 2 j(ar , ϵR )Pm H *rR
dt
2 mPm 2 am Pm ,
dH rM
p bH (ar , ϵM )S* H rM 1 Pj(am , ϵM )P*r H mM
dt
1 j(ar , ϵM )P*r H rM 2 mH rM 2 aH (ar , ϵM )H rM ,
dH mM
p bH (am , ϵM )S* H mM 1 (1 2 Q)j(am , ϵM )P*r H mM
dt
2 mH mM 2 aH (am , ϵM )H mM ,
dH mR
p bH (am , ϵR )S* H mR 1 Qj(ar , ϵR )Pm H *rR
dt
1 (1 2 Q)j(am , ϵR )P*r H mR 2 mH mR
2 aH (am , ϵR )H mR ,
where S*, P*r , and H *rR are the stationary states for the resident system with parasite virulence ar and hyperparasite
strength ϵR and with Hi,J representing the hyperparasite
with parasite virulence ai and hyperparasite strength ϵJ.
To analytically derive the equations for evolutionarily
singular points and verify their stability, we can use the
following expressions of invasion ﬁtness obtained for the
cases of evolution of parasites and hyperparasites (see
the main text and app. A). They read as

l P p bP (am )S* 2 j(ar , ϵR )H *rR 2 m 2 am ,
l HrM p bH (ar , ϵM )S* 1 j(ar , ϵM )P*r 2 m 2 aH (ar , ϵM ):
Note that there are actually four possible eigenvalues of
the system, lP, l HrM , l HmM , and l HmR ; however, on the
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manifold given by (ar , ϵR ) p (am , ϵM ), we have l HmM p
l HmR p l HrM 2 Qj(ar , ϵR )P*r ! l HrM . As all functions are
differentiable, it follows that we have a nonzero measure
band along the set ar p am , εR p εM (i.e., when we consider small mutational steps in both a and ϵ), such that
l HmM , l HmR ! l HrM . Therefore, the two eigenvalues lP
and l HrM are sufﬁcient in determining any ESS points.
To ﬁnd any singular points, we need to locate the pairs
(a* , ϵ* ) such that l 0P p l 0HrM p 0. This is the same condition for the stationary states of the genetic model (app. D),
meaning that the two techniques are equivalent. We implement the analytical criteria described in Matessi and
Di Pasquale (1996):
E1 p

∂2 l P
p b00P (a* )S* ! 0,
∂a2m

M1 p

∂2 l P
∂S*
p b0P (a* )
,
∂am ∂ar
∂ar

E2 p

∂2 l HrM
p b000 (ϵ* )bP (a* )(S* 1 j0 P*r ) 2 a000 (ϵ* )a* ,
∂ϵ2M


 *
∂2 l HrM
∂S
∂P*
0
:
p b0 (ϵ)bP (a)
1 j0
M2 p
∂ϵM ∂ϵR
∂ϵr
∂ϵr
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dP
p (bP (a)S 2 j(a, ϵ)H 2 m 2 a)P,
dt

ðD2Þ

dH
p (bH (a, ϵ)S 1 j(a, ϵ)P 2 m 2 aH (a, ϵ))H,
dt

ðD3Þ

da
∂r P
,
p Ga
∂a
dt

ðD4Þ

dϵ
∂rH
:
p Gϵ
∂ϵ
dt

ðD5Þ

The quantities Ga and Gϵ are the constant genetic variations of a and ϵ, respectively, where mutation replenishes
genetic variation (not directly modeled). The terms rP and
rH describe, respectively, the per capita growth rate of the
parasite and the hyperparasite (the expressions for lP and
lH are derived in “Results” and the appendixes). Unlike the
classical quantitative genetics framework (e.g., Abrams et al.
1993a; Day and Proulx 2004), the rate of the evolution of
life-history traits rP and rH are not always exactly equal to
the ﬁtness of P and H (see sec. SM6 of the supplemental
PDF). The stationary states in the model are evolutionarily
singular strategies (a* , ϵ* ).
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“The author is not in accord with the suggestion made by Jaekel and Abel that the spines were separate, and can see no reason for the suggestion made by the former that the spines were movable. . . . The union of the spines into a thin dorsal ﬁn is far more probable and the idea is
supported by the presence of rugosities and the channels of small nutrient vessels such as would lie beneath a thick dermal covering.” From
“Restoration of Edaphosaurus cruciger Cope” by E. C. Case (The American Naturalist, 1914, 48:117–121).

